
Embattled EPA head Pruitt resigns
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 will resign from his position leading the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) on Friday, following months of high-profile
controversies regarding his spending, ethics and management at the
agency.

In a tweet Thursday,  confirmed Pruitt's departure, saying
he's accepted the administrator's resignation.

“I have accepted the resignation of Scott Pruitt as the Administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency. Within the Agency Scott has done an
outstanding job, and I will always be thankful to him for this,” Trump
tweeted.

Trump said Pruitt will be replaced on Monday by EPA Deputy
Administrator Andrew Wheeler, a former energy lobbyist who was
confirmed in April for the post.

“I have no doubt that Andy will continue on with our great and lasting EPA
agenda. We have made tremendous progress and the future of the EPA is
very bright!"

In comments on Air Force One, Trump said there was no "final straw" that
explained Pruitt's departure. He said the Cabinet member had indicated
he did not want to be a "distraction."

“He’ll go on to great things and he’s going to have a wonderful life, I hope.
But he felt that he did not want to be a distraction for an administration
that he has a lot of faith in,” Trump said. 
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President Trump
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He said the decision has been in the works for “a couple of days."

"We’ve been talking about it for a little while,” Trump said.

In his resignation letter to President Trump on Thursday, Pruitt cited
“unrelenting attacks” as his reason to leave the agency.

“It is extremely difficult for me to cease serving you in this role first
because I count it a blessing to be serving you in any capacity, but also,
because of the transformative work that is occurring,” Pruitt wrote Trump.
“However, the unrelenting attacks on me personally, my family, are
unprecedented and have taken a sizable toll on all of us.”

Pruitt signed his resignation letter to Trump: “Your Faithful Friend.”

Pruitt this week faced intensified criticism from reports that the
administrator maintained a secret, internal calendar that he directed aides
to change from the public version they released.

Pruitt’s former political aide, Madeline Morris, confirmed to the New York
Times Thursday that she believes she was fired from the agency after
pushing back on directions to retroactively change meetings on Pruitt’s
calendar — actions she learned were potentially illegal.

Morris was hired in June 2017 as Pruitt scheduler. She raised red flags
after seeing changes related to Pruitt’s trip to Italy on the calendar. She
told the Times she was fired two days later in August 2017.

Former EPA political staffer turned whistleblower Kevin Chmielewski
confirmed to The Hill that he and Pruitt’s Chief of Staff Ryan Jackson were
responsible for firing Morris for the changes.

Chmielewski said it was typical of staffers to be “retaliated against and
assigned.”

He said he was fired from the agency earlier this year after he pushed
back on a number of Pruitt’s travel plans including use of first class travel.

Chmielewski additionally confirmed the use of an internal calendar he
said staffers kept out of the public eye. CNN first reported on the secret
calendar Tuesday.

Pruitt has been engulfed in high-profile scandals and under fire by both
parties in recent months regarding spending taxpayer money for travel
and security, his close relationships with lobbyists and industry, and
allegations he used government resources and staff for personal gain,
among other controversies.

He was facing more than 13 federal investigations over the controversies,
including from the EPA’s Office of Inspector General, the U.S. Office of
Special Counsel and the House Oversight and Government Reform
Committee.

The Government Accountability Office in April found him guilty of
overspending congressionally allocated money on a $43,000 soundproof
booth built in his office to provide privacy on personal calls.

Despite a nearly circuitous trend of scandals surrounding Pruitt at EPA,
the administrator appeared to walk away from most criticisms unscathed.

Trump expressed confidence in the embattled EPA chief as recently as last
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month.

“Scott Pruitt is doing a great job within the walls of the EPA. I mean, we're
setting records,” Trump said June 8, adding, “I'm not saying that he’s
blameless, but we'll see what happens.”

But Pruitt had been losing the confidence of top White House officials and
career staffers at the agency, and many of his closest aides left as the
scandals grew.

“The president feels as though Scott Pruitt has done a really good job with
deregulating the government, to allow for a thriving economy, that’s
important to him, but these things matter to the president as well, and
he’s looking into those,” deputy White House press secretary Hogan
Gidley told reporters July 3.

While the EPA head has been under nearly constant criticism by
Democrats and environmentalists, the most serious of his scandals started
earlier this year, with revelations that he flew first-class nearly exclusive
while traveling on the taxpayers’ dime — costing at least $105,000 in his
first year on the job — and that he had paid just $50 for each night he
spent at a Capitol Hill condo owned by Vicki Hart, whose husband, J.
Steven Hart, was chairman of lobbying firm Williams & Jensen.

Pruitt’s close dealings with lobbyists didn’t stop there. Industry advocates
were largely responsible for planning some of Pruitt’s proposed and actual
international trips, including one to Morocco and a canceled one to
Australia.

The EPA also gave big raises two top Pruitt aides in March, using a special
authority under a 1970s law after the White House refused to allow it.
Pruitt told lawmakers in April that he knew about the raises, but did not
know his chief of staff Ryan Jackson would go around the White House to
implement them.

Pruitt has long been under fire for spending taxpayer money. He also
doled out $43,000 for a soundproof booth for his office, had a round-the-
clock security force costing $3.5 million in his first year and had the
agency get him a new SUV and bulletproof vests, all on the taxpayers’
dime.

The Government Accountability Office ruled that the soundproof booth
expenditure was illegal, because the EPA did not notify Congress that it
would exceed a $5,000 cap on furnishing officials’ offices.

In more recent months, the scandals have focused on allegations that he
used EPA staff and his security detail for personal reasons, like shopping
for apartments, finding jobs for his wife, buying a used Trump
International Hotel mattress and tracking down a lotion he wanted from a
Ritz-Carlton hotel.

Pruitt has defended much of the security spending as a necessary step,
saying that he has faced an unprecedented number of threats, a
contention that lawmakers have disputed.

As for other scandals, Pruitt has largely blamed the missteps on staff,
though he conceded he may have been able to do more to stop them.

“Some of the areas of criticism are frankly areas where processes at the
agency were not properly instituted to prevent certain abuses from
happen,” he said in a May 16 Senate hearing. “There have been decisions



over the last 16 months or so that, as I look back on those decisions, I
would not make the same decisions again.”

Pruitt has also been combative in defending himself, frequently blaming
the scandals on the political left and the media.

Pruitt has consistently had allies among congressional Republicans and
conservative commentators who have cheered his deregulatory actions,
but even that has faltered.

“He’s hurting the president because he has, I’m sorry, bad judgment after
bad judgment after bad judgment,” conservative host Laura Ingraham said
on her radio show in June. “If you want to drain the swamp, you’ve got to
have people in it who forgo personal benefits, and don’t send your aides
around doing personal errands on the taxpayer dime. Otherwise, you
make everybody else look bad.”

Pruitt, 50, had led the EPA since the Senate confirmed him 52-46, mostly
along party lines, in February 2017. He was previously Oklahoma’s attorney
general and made a name for himself for filing high-profile lawsuits
against Obama administration policies, including more than a dozen
against the agency he went on to lead.

Pruitt has been one of the most polarizing figures in the Trump
administration, detested by the left for his aggressive environmental
deregulatory agenda and embraced on the right.

He worked quickly to make changes at the agency during his 17 months in
office, having taken dozens of actions to roll back or change major Obama
administration and other policies including the Clean Power Plan, Clean
Water Rule and methane standards for oil and natural gas drillers, and had
been seen as being in good favor with Trump.

An EPA spokesperson earlier Thursday defended Pruitt’s scandals by
highlighting those same regulatory rollbacks.

“From advocating to leave the Paris Accord, working to repeal Obama’s
Clean Power Plan and Waters of the United States, declaring a war on lead
and cleaning up toxic Superfund sites, Administrator Pruitt is focused on
advancing President Trump’s agenda of regulatory certainty and
environmental stewardship spokesperson,” the spokesperson said in a
statement to The Hill.

Pruitt announced amid the scandals that he would seek to ease
greenhouse gas emissions standards for cars set by the Obama
administration, endorsing the auto industry’s argument that they are
unattainable because consumers are buying bigger cars. He also rolled
out a controversial science “transparency” initiative, proposing to restrict
the agency from using scientific findings whose methodology and data
are not sufficiently public or reproducible.

Supporters often said Pruitt was one of the most effective Cabinet
members in the Trump administration. And opponents said Pruitt was very
active and aggressive in his deregulatory mission, but often ran afoul of
the courts.

Wheeler had long been seen by both supporters and opponents of Trump
has a Pruitt replacement who could accomplish the same regulatory goals
without the scandals. That will be put to the test starting Monday.

“There’s a guy behind him, Andrew Wheeler, who’s really qualified too. So



that might be a good swap,” Sen.  (R-Okla.), for whom Wheeler
used to work, told Ingraham in June.

Wheeler is in line with most of the GOP’s priorities for the EPA, including
removing what they see as barriers to industries like oil, gas and coal.

However, Wheeler demurred when it came to suggestions that he was
primed to take over for Pruitt, telling the Hill as recently as last week in an
interview that he wasn’t interested in Pruitt’s job.

“I’m the deputy administrator, that’s the position I signed up for, that’s the
position I wanted. I didn’t want to be the administrator, still don’t want to
be the administrator,” he said.

“I’m here to help Administrator Pruitt with his agenda and President
Trump’s agenda for the agency. That’s what my job is.”

Updated: 5:45 p.m.
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Hope you enjoy,”  posted on Twitter and Instagram.

With summer winding down, here’s a sampling of what Michelle
and I have been listening to — some new, some old, some fast,
some slow. Hope you enjoy. 

— Barack Obama (@BarackObama) 

The playlist of 44 songs — a nod to Obama's status as the country's 44th
president — features a mix of genres, including pop and rock. Among the
artists who made the list: , , Lizzo, Stevie Wonder and The
Black Keys.

The Obamas’ picks include both old and new tunes, ranging from Van
Morrison’s “Brown Eyed Girl” and The Rolling Stones’ “Happy” to “It’s A
Vibe” by 2 Chainz, Ty Dolla $ign, Trey Songz and Jhené Aiko.

It also includes hits such as “Old Town Road” by Lil Nas X and Billy Ray
Cyrus and “Señorita” by  and Camila Cabello.

Democratic presidential candidates  and Sen. 
(D-Calif.) both released their summer playlists in earlier months.

The Obamas’ playlist can be found on Spotify. Here’s the full list of tracks:

“Too Good” — Drake ft. Rihanna

“I’ll Be Around” — The Spinners

“MOOD 4 EVA” — Beyoncé, Jay-Z, Childish Gambino ft. Oumou
Sangaré

“Burning” — Maggie Rogers

“Fade Out Lines (The Avener Rework)” — The Avener and Phoebe
Killdeer

“Juice” — Lizzo

“Reelin’ In The Years” — Steely Dan

“Who’s Loving You” — Terence Trent D’Arby

“Don’t You Worry ‘Bout A Thing” — Stevie Wonder

“Joke Ting” — GoldLink ft. Ari PenSmith

“Seventeen” — Sharon Van Etten

“Doo-Wop (That Thing)” — Lauryn Hill

“100 Yard Dash” — Raphael Saadiq

“I’ve Got You Under My Skin” — Frank Sinatra

“Best Part” — Daniel Caesar & H.E.R.

“Feel The Vibe” — BJ the Chicago Kid ft. Anderson .Paak

“Señorita” — Shawn Mendes & Camila Cabello

“Drift Away” — Dobie Gray
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“Hold on (Change is Comin’)” — Sounds of Blackness

“Brown Eyed Girl” — Van Morrison

“I Love You More Than You’ll Ever Know” — Donny Hathaway

“Go Gina” — SZA

“It’s A Vibe” — 2 Chainz ft. Ty Dolla $ign, Trey Songz & Jhené Aiko

“Dang!” — Mac Miller ft. Anderson .Paak

“How High the Moon” — Ella Fitzgerald

“Music” — Erick Sermon ft. Marvin Gaye

“Go” — The Black Keys

“Toast” — Koffee

“Boo’d Up” — Ella Mai

“Shining” — DJ Khaled ft. Beyoncé

“Con Altura” — Rosalía & J Balvin ft. El Guincho

“II B.S.” — Charles Mingus

“It’s Love” — Jill Scott

“Happy” — The Rolling Stones

“Alright” — John Legend

“Espera” — Esperanza Spalding

“54-46 Was My Number” — Toots & The Maytals

“Get Together” — The Youngbloods

“Float” — Anthony Hamilton

“Old Town Road” — Lil Nas X ft. Billy Ray Cyrus

“Can U Believe” — Robin Thicke

“Iron Man” — Rema

“Believe” — Q-Tip ft. D’Angelo

“Can I Kick It?” — A Tribe Called Quest
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